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Selective reaction or photodissociation of isocyanic acid (HNCO) molecules in well-characterized vibrational
eigenstates is a means of controlling their chemistry. The key to the measurements is the characterization of
their vibrational states by absorption spectroscopy and the determination of their reaction efficiency by action
spectroscopy. Absorption spectroscopy and theoretical calculations on states in the region of three quanta of
the N-H stretching excitation (3ν1) of HNCO identify couplings between the bright N-H stretching state
and states that have one or more quanta of N-C-O bending excitation. Bimolecular reaction action
spectroscopy, which monitors the yield of NCO from the reaction of Cl atoms with HNCO, and
photodissociation action spectroscopy, which monitors the production of1NH following S1 r S0 excitation
in HNCO, measure the relative reaction and photodissociation cross sections for themixed Vibrational
eigenstateshaving rotational quantum numbersK ) 3 andJ ) 6 and 7. The measurements and analysis show
that the perturbing zero-order state is substantiallylessreactive than the bright state but has a photodissociation
cross section that is muchlarger than that of the bright state. Bending excitation of N-C-O strongly influences
both the reaction and photodissociation, hindering bimolecular reaction but promoting photodissociation.

I. Introduction

State-resolved measurements often reveal the details of
molecular transformations such as bimolecular reaction and
photodissociation. Because the stretching of chemical bonds is
generally a precursor to breaking them, the vibrational state of
a molecule often plays an important role in chemical reactions.
Light-atom stretching excitations strongly influence the rate of
endothermic H-atom abstraction reactions, as illustrated by the
reactions of H,1-5 Cl,6 and O7 atoms with HOD and HCN.
Similarly, O-H and O-D stretching excitations alter cross
sections, energy partitioning, and product branching in the
photodissociation of H2O and HOD.8-11 In cases where the
vibrational states are well-characterized, one can correlate the
specific motions of the nuclei with the resulting dynamics. This
understanding enables control of the outcome of reactions by a
judicious choice of vibrational state, as measurements on both
the reaction and photodissociation of HOD demonstrate. Because
the stretching vibrations of HOD are relatively unperturbed,
selective vibrational excitation places energy directly into a
motion that becomes the reaction coordinate. For instance,
excitation of the O-H stretch in HOD promotes breakage of
that bond in bimolecular reactions1-5 and in photodissociation.9-11

The situation is more complex in larger molecules where the
vibrational eigenstates are a mixture of many zero-order states,
and the effects of motions that are normal to the reaction
coordinate are more subtle.

We have investigated the behavior of strongly mixed eigen-
states in the bimolecular reaction and photodissociation of
isocyanic acid (HNCO) excited in the region of three quanta of

the N-H stretching vibration (3ν1). Although HNCO has only
four atoms, both its vibrational spectrum12-16 and its photodisso-
ciation17-20 dynamics are interesting and complex. HNCO is a
near-prolate symmetric top (κ ) 0.9997), and the quantum
numbers J andK describe the total angular momentum and the
projection of the total angular momentum onto the principle
inertial axis, respectively. Absorption spectroscopy of the 3ν1

state reveals several vibrational couplings throughout the
spectrum, most notably a moderately strong two-state interaction
for theK ) 3, J ) 4-10 angular momentum states.14 Because
these pairs of perturbed eigenstates are well separated in energy,
selective excitation of states with different amounts of the
perturbing vibration is possible. Our approach is to use the
information from absorption spectroscopy to characterize the
mixed vibrational states and to examine the effects of selective
excitation on both bimolecular reaction and photodissociation
dynamics using action spectroscopy.

Action spectroscopy, which combines absorption spectros-
copy with a probe of the subsequent dynamics, enables the direct
comparison of cross sections for processes such as bimolecular
reactions and photodissociation for individual quantum states.
A comparison of the absorption spectrum and the action
spectrum yields both qualitative and quantitative information
about the quantum state dependence of the reaction and
photodissociation dynamics. The measurements reveal the
influence that the vibrational character of the states has on the
efficiency of reaction and photodissociation.

II. Experimental Approach

Our methods of investigating the bimolecular reaction and
photodissociation dynamics are similar to those we have used
previously. For the bimolecular reaction experiments,21 one laser
prepares a specific rovibrational state of HNCO, another laser
creates Cl atoms by photolysis of Cl2, and a third laser probes
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the NCO product of the subsequent reaction by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF). In the vibrationally mediated photodisso-
ciation experiments,18 one laser again prepares a specific
rovibrational state of HNCO, and another laser promotes the
molecule to the S1 excited electronic state. Molecules in the
excited state dissociate to form1NH and CO, and a third laser
probes the1NH fragment using LIF. Figure 1 illustrates these
experimental schemes in which we either photodissociate the
vibrationally excited molecule, as shown on the left, or react it,
as shown on the right. To record action spectra in each
experiment, we fix the wavelength of the probe laser to monitor
a specific product state of either1NH or NCO and scan the
vibrational overtone excitation laser through the rovibrational
spectrum. We observe a signal in the action spectrum when the
vibrational overtone excitation laser is resonant with an overtone
transitionand the prepared molecule reacts or dissociates to
form the product in the monitored quantum state.

We have described the details of the experimental arrange-
ment for both bimolecular21 reaction and photodissociation18

experiments previously and only outline the procedure here. In
the bimolecular reaction studies, the reagent gases, HNCO and
Cl2, enter a low-pressure reaction cell through separate ports at
a constant flow rate. We maintain the cell at 200 mTorr total
pressure during the experiment, with each gas accounting for
one-half of the concentration. Direct vibrational overtone
excitation with 15-mJ pulses from a Nd:YAG laser-pumped dye

laser prepares vibrationally excited states of HNCO. Tripling
the residual fundamental light (1.06µm) from this Nd:YAG
laser generates 7-mJ pulses of 355-nm light that photodissociate
Cl2 to produce Cl atoms. After a delay of 500 ns,<500-µJ pulses
of light near 440 nm from another Nd:YAG laser-pumped dye
laser probe the NCO product by partially saturated laser-induced
fluorescence on the A2Σ+ r X 2Π band. A photomultiplier
tube collects the fluorescence throughf/1 optics, and a band-
pass filter discriminates against scattered photolysis light.

The vibrational preparation scheme is the same in the
photolysis experiment, but we photodissociate, rather than react,
the vibrationally excited molecule. Less than 20 ns after the
vibrational excitation, a 5-mJ, 292-nm pulse from a frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG laser-pumped dye laser dissociates vibra-
tionally excited HNCO molecules to form1NH and CO
fragments. (The two lower-energy decomposition channels,
producing3NH + CO and NCO+ H, are minor contributors at
the energies we use.) After a 1-µs delay, a 50-µJ pulse of 326-
nm light from another frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser-
pumped dye laser detects the1NH product by LIF on the c1Π
r a1∆ band. We detect the1NH product in order to obtain the
best signal-to-noise ratio, but the features in the action spectrum
do not depend on the identity of the detected product. The total
excitation energy of 44 250 cm-1 exceeds the1NH + CO
threshold22 by 1540 cm-1 and leaves HNCO in a region of the
excited-state potential energy surface where1NH is the dominant
decomposition product.20,23,24Our initial vibrational excitation
primarily alters the excitation efficiency through the Franck-
Condon factor, rather than influencing the dissociation dynamics.
We record the absorption spectrum using photoacoustic spec-
troscopy in concert with the action spectra in both the bimo-
lecular reaction and photodissociation experiments. A portion
of the overtone excitation laser beam passes through a photoa-
coustic cell filled with about 1 Torr of HNCO gas, and we record
the absorption and action spectra simultaneously in order to
reduce errors arising from intensity fluctuations in the vibrational
overtone excitation laser.

III. Absorption and Action Spectroscopy of Mixed
Eigenstates

The rovibrational eigenstates that we excite in the region of
3ν1 are mixtures of vibrational states, and a simple two-state
model can describe the intensities of transitions to the perturbed
eigenstates in the absorption and action spectra. We write the
mixed eigenstate prepared in the vibrational overtone excitation
as a linear combination of two zero-order states.

Because the bright state|s〉 carries the oscillator strength for
the optical transition and the dark state|l〉 has no oscillator
strength in this model, the intensities of the transitions to each
of the eigenstates in the absorption spectrum are proportional
to |Cs

n|2. Thus, the mixing coefficients are

whereA1 andA2 are the respective areas of a pair of perturbed
eigenstates arising from the same pair of zero-order states. In
our experiments, the bright zero-order state is the state with
three quanta of N-H stretching excitation (3ν1) to a very good
approximation,25 and the dark zero-order state is typically a state
with one or more quanta of N-H stretching vibration replaced
by other stretching and bending vibrations.

Figure 1. Energy-level diagram for the photodissociation (left) and
bimolecular reaction with Cl (right) of vibrationally excited HNCO.
The bold arrow indicates the excitation that prepares states in the region
of three quanta of N-H stretching excitation (3ν1). The left-hand side
of the diagram shows the photodissociation scheme in which we excite
the vibrationally excited molecule to the S1 electronic state from which
it dissociates to form1NH, which we detect by laser-induced fluores-
cence. The right-hand side shows the bimolecular reaction scheme in
which the vibrationally excited molecules react with Cl atoms to form
NCO, which we also detect by laser-induced fluorescence.

|n〉 ) Cs
n|s〉 + Cl

n|l〉 (1)

|Cs
1,2|2 ) A1,2/(A1 + A2) (2)
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The intensities of features in action spectra depend on both
the vibrational excitation probability and the probability that
the prepared state will produce, either through bimolecular
reaction or photodissociation, the product in the state probed
by the experiment. A comparison of the action spectrum to the
absorption spectrum gives the relative reaction or photodisso-
ciation cross section for each state. We use the intensity of the
transition in the absorption spectrum as a measure of the
vibrational excitation probability and write the relative reaction
or photodissociation cross section as

whereσ0 is the cross section for an arbitrary reference state (J
) 8, K ) 3) for which we equate the intensities in the action
and photoacoustic spectra. Having the relative cross sections
for each of the eigenstates, we extract cross sections for the
zero-order states that constitute the eigenstate. If we can identify
the contributing zero-order states, we can then connect their
reaction or photodissociation cross sections with the dynamics
arising from specific nuclear motions.

Our approach to analyzing the measurements is similar for
both the bimolecular reaction and photodissociation experi-
ments.21 If P is the operator that carries the reactants out of the
initial eigenstate|n〉 to form products in the final state|f〉, then
the bimolecular reaction cross section is

where we have used the expansion of|n〉 in the zero-order states
(eq 1). The matrix elementsPfs andPfl describe the reaction of
each of the zero-order states. We take the coefficients of the
expansion to be real, but, because their signs depend on the
details of the state mixing, the cross term can either increase or
decrease the reaction cross section.

The ratio of the relative reaction cross sections of two
eigenstates,|1〉 and |2〉, that contain different amounts of the
same bright and dark zero-order states is

whereΩ ) |Pfl/Pfs| is the ratio of the reaction matrix element
of the dark zero-order state to that of the bright zero-order state.
Because we know the magnitude of the expansion coefficients
from the absorption spectrum and the relative reaction cross
section from the action spectrum, we can extractΩ and, thus,
the relative reactivity of the two states.21 The areas of the
features in the absorption spectrum (eq 2) provide the coef-
ficients of the expansion,|Cs

n| and |Cl
n|, and the ratio of

intensities in the action and absorption spectra (eq 3) gives the
relative reaction cross sections of the mixed eigenstates,σfn

R.
Although our absorption spectrum does not give the signs of
the coefficients in eq 5, we do know that the cross terms have
opposite signs, as the two linear combinations must be out of
phase. After obtaining the relative reaction cross section (σn

R/

σ0
R) for each eigenstate from the action and photoacoustic

spectra, we solve eq 5 with an arbitrary choice of phase to obtain
one positive and one negative root. The other choice of phase
leads to the same roots with opposite signs. We select the
appropriate solution by requiring that the bright state be more
reactive than the dark state,|Ω| < 1.

Extending our approach to include the photolysis action
spectrum is straightforward. If the electronic and vibrational
degrees of freedom are separable, then the initial and final states
are each products of electronic and vibrational wave functions.
The relevant operator for the photolysis is the electric dipole
moment operator,µ, which promotes the excited vibrational state
to the dissociative electronically excited state|f〉. (We observe
the product to which the dissociative state|f〉 correlates. The
photolysis cross section is that for producing products in the
probed fragment quantum state.26,27) Factoring out the electronic
transition moment,µfn, gives the photolysis cross section as

This expression is analogous to eq 4, but the Franck Condon
factors,〈f|s〉 and 〈f|l〉, play the role of the reaction probability
matrix elements. Using this equation, we calculate the ratio of
Franck Condon factors for the dark and bright states,|〈f|l〉/〈f|s〉|,
just as we did for the relative reaction cross section.

The derivation of these relationships relies on the assumption
that the action spectra are independent of the monitored state
of the product, which requires that the identity of the initially
prepared vibrational state affect only the total reaction or
photodissociation cross section and not the distribution of the
products among their quantum states. For the bimolecular
reaction experiment, we have previously demonstrated the
independence of the action spectrum from the final state of the
NCO product.21 In general, when one of the zero-order states
is very unreactive, as we show below to be the case for both
reaction and photodissociation of HNCO, the product state
distribution is nearly the same for reaction from either initial
state.

IV. Results and Analysis

A. Absorption Spectroscopy. We model the absorption
spectrum of theK ) 3 subband of 3ν1 by simulating the
unperturbed features in the spectrum to obtain the spectroscopic
constants for the bright zero-order state|s〉 given in Table 1.
Although there are high-order perturbations for some rotational
states throughout the spectrum, we treat only the largest
perturbation for the statesJ ) 5-12. Because we model the
perturbations as a two-state anharmonic interaction, the mag-
nitude of the mixing coefficients is the ratio of the areas of the
features in the spectrum, as described above. We can directly
calculate the coupling constant for the two states from the
measured line positions and intensities, but additional small
perturbations and spectral congestion fromK ) 2 transitions
limit our confidence in such a calculation. Instead, we model
the spectrum using the known bright-state parameters and treat

TABLE 1: Best-Fit Spectroscopic Parametersa for the Bright and Dark Zero-Order States

energy
F(J ) 0, K ) 3)

rotational constant
B

distortion constant
DJ

matrix element
|V|

bright state,|s〉 10 347.24( 0.02 0.3645( 0.0001 ∼1 × 10-7
0.035( 0.003dark state,|l〉 10 346.76( 0.02 0.3698( 0.0002 ∼1 × 10-7

a Values are in cm-1.

σn/σ0 ∝ Iaction/Iabsorption (3)

σfn
R ∝ |〈f|P|n〉|2 ) |Cs

n〈f|P|s〉 + Cl
n〈f|P|l〉|2 )

|Cs
n|2|Pfs|2 + |Cl

n|2|Pfl|2 + 2Cs
nCl

n|PfsPfl| (4)

σf1
R/σf2

R ) (|Cs
1|2 + |Cl

1|2Ω2 + 2Cs
1Cl

1Ω)/(|Cs
2|2 +

|Cl
2|2Ω2 + 2Cs

2Cl
2Ω) (5)

σfn
P ∝ |〈f|µ|n〉|2 ) |µfn|2|Cs

n 〈f|s〉 + Cl
n〈f|l〉|2 )

|µfn|2(|Cs
n|2|〈f|s〉|2 + |Cl

n|2|〈f|l〉|2 + 2Cs
nCl

n|〈f|s〉〈f|l〉|) (6)
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the coupling constant and spectroscopic constants for the dark
state as adjustable parameters.

We compare the simulated spectrum to the experimental
spectrum and iteratively adjust the constants to fit the measure-
ment, obtaining the values for the dark state|l〉 given in Table
1. The rotational constant and the term value for the perturbing
state areBl ) 0.369 8(2) cm-1 and F(J ) 0, K)3) )
10 346.76(2) cm-1, and the coupling constant between the dark
and bright state is|V| ) 0.035(3) cm-1. Figure 2 compares a
portion of our observed absorption spectrum with a simulation
using the best-fit parameters. There are several small features
that arise fromK ) 2 transitions marked with solid circles. There
are also additional interactions for states withJ between 9 and
18 that double some transitions (most notablyJ ) 15, 16, and
17) and give anomalous intensities. We do not treat these small
couplings as they have a negligible impact on the coupling
constant and dark-state rotational constant. Although the agree-
ment between the experiment and simulation is very good
throughout, it is best forJ between 4 and 8 where there are
only two interacting states. Because transitions fromJ ) 6 and
7 have the least interference fromK ) 2 transitions or other
perturbations, we analyze their reaction and photodissociation
cross sections.

B. Action Spectroscopy.A previous paper describes the
bimolecular reaction dynamics of HNCO (3ν1) in detail.21 Here,
we focus only on the relative reactivity of the statesJ ) 6 and
7 of theK ) 3 subband of 3ν1. The middle trace in Figure 3
shows the bimolecular reaction action spectrum. For comparison,
the bottom trace shows the photoacoustic (absorption) spectrum.
The less-intense member of each pair of transitions forJ ) 6
andJ ) 7 in the absorption spectrum becomes even less intense
in the action spectrum. We use the two-state model to determine
the relative reactivities of the zero-order states shown in Table
2. Our analysis shows that the dark zero-order state is
substantiallylessreactive than the bright state, with the ratio
of the matrix elements for the dark and bright states being about
0.1. The solid features above spectra are portions of the spectra
calculated using the spectroscopic parameters from Table 1

along with the relative reactivities and mixing coefficients from
Table 2.

A similar two-state analysis of the vibrationally mediated
photodissociation action spectrum, shown in the top trace of
Figure 3, allows us to extract the relative Franck-Condon
factors for the bright and dark states. In this case, for the same
pairs of perturbed eigenstates, the less-intense feature in the
absorption spectrum is more intense in the action spectrum. The
measured Franck-Condon factor ratio is about 13, indicating
that the dark zero-order state has a larger overlap integral with
vibrations in the electronically excited state than does the bright
zero-order state. Thus, the intensities in the photodissociation
action spectrum differ substantially from those in the absorption
or bimolecular reaction action spectra.

Figure 2. Measured and simulated photoacoustic absorption spectra
for HNCO (3ν1, K ) 3). The solid dots markK ) 2 transitions.

Figure 3. Action and absorption spectra for HNCO (3ν1, K ) 3) in
the region ofJ ) 6 and 7. The shaded peaks are simulations using the
results of the two-state model for the relative reactivities and Franck-
Condon factors of the zero-order states.

TABLE 2: Bright State Content ( |Cs
n|2), Relative Reaction

Cross Sections (σn
R/σ0

R) and Matrix Elements |Pfl/Pfs|, and
Relative Photolysis Cross Sections (σn

P/σ0
P) and

Franck-Condon Factors |〈f|l〉/〈f|s〉| for HNCO
(3ν1, J, K ) 3)

bimolecular reaction photolysis

J |Cs
n|2 σn

R/σ0
R |Pfl/Pfs| σn

P/σ0
P |〈f|l〉/〈f|s〉|

6 0.74( 0.05 0.72( 0.05 0.13( 0.1 0.40( 0.1 12( 5
6′ 0.26( 0.05 0.44( 0.1 1.67( 0.1
7 0.71( 0.05 0.72( 0.05 0.07( 0.1 0.41( 0.1 15( 5
7′ 0.29( 0.05 0.40( 0.1 1.33( 0.1
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V. Discussion

Analysis of the absorption spectrum and theoretical calcula-
tions help identify the vibrational character of the dark zero-
order state. Table 3 lists all of the zero-order states lying within
300 cm-1 of 3ν1 that have a third- or fourth-order coupling with
it, as well as those lying within 50 cm-1 that have a fifth- or
sixth-order coupling.15,16Using anharmonic force constants from
the ab initio calculations of East, Johnson, and Allen,28 we obtain
coupling matrix elements for each of the third- and fourth-order
perturbations but can only calculate relative values for the
higher-order interactions.16 Clearly, there are several possible
perturbers nearby in energy. As the table shows, the perturbing
state is likely to have two quanta of N-H stretching excitation
(ν1) and at least one quantum of N-C-O bending excitation
(ν4 or ν5) in combination with other vibrations. The rotational
constantBl ) 0.3698 cm-1 is consistent with the dark state
containing bending excitation that decreases the moment of
inertia along the pseudo-symmetry axis of the molecule. These
observations are the key for understanding the action spectra.

The reaction and photolysis action spectra show that the
composition of the vibrational eigenstate strongly influences the
reaction and photodissociation dynamics. In the case of the
bimolecular reaction, the perturbing zero-order state is much
less reactive than the pure N-H stretching zero-order state. The
observed reactivity seems surprisingly small, as it is likely that
this zero-order state has two quanta of N-H stretch, which is
twice the energy required to pass over the reaction barrier.21

For the reaction of H atoms with vibrationally excited HOD,
the cross section drops by a factor of 2 between 4νOH and 3νOH,
states that have available energies similar to those for the states
3νNH and 2νNH in HNCO. This comparison suggests that the
dark zero-order state with one quantum of N-H stretching
vibration replaced by other vibrations should be abouthalf as
reactive as the state containing three quanta of stretching excita-
tion, in contradiction to our observation that this state is nearly
unreactive. There is sufficient excitation in the state to promote
the hydrogen-abstraction reaction, but ab initio calculations show
that the N-C-O bending excitation changes the interaction
potential to divert reactive flux away from the abstraction chan-
nel.21 This result implies that only states that are primarily N-H
stretch will react efficiently, as the dark zero-order state not
only dilutes the bright-state character but actuallyhindersthe
abstraction reaction. For the pairs of nearly isoenergetic eigen-
states studied here, the reaction cross sections for the brighter
and darker eigenstates differ from each other by about a factor
of 2, and both are smaller than that of the unmixed state.21

The results of the photodissociation experiment stand in stark
contrast. The perturbing zero-order state is muchmoreefficiently
photodissociated than the pure N-H stretching zero-order state.
Because the N-H bond length in the S1 state of HNCO is
similar to that for the ground state, excitation of the N-H bond
in the ground state does not improve the Franck-Condon factor
for the S1 r S0 transition. However, because N-C-O, which
is linear in the ground state, is bent in the electronically excited
state, N-C-O bending excitation significantly improves the
excitation probability. The effect is so drastic that, for HNCO,
vibrationally mediated photodissociationrelies on the states
being mixed, and Berghout et al. have exploited this behavior
to study the electronic origin of the S1 excited state of HNCO.29

The relatively weak interaction between zero-order states
produces perturbed eigenstates that have substantially different
dynamics when prepared individually. In the bimolecular
reaction, only states that have a large component of the 3ν1

(N-H stretching) vibration are able to react, but in the
photodissociation, only the strongly mixed states, whose bending
character gives them large Franck-Condon factors with the
electronically excited state, dissociate efficiently. Even though
the eigenstates are mixed, we can control their chemistry by
selecting a subsequent interaction, such as bimolecular reaction
or photodissociation, that operates differently on the components
of the eigenstate.

VI. Conclusion

We alter the bimolecular reaction and photodissociation
dynamics of HNCO by preparing states with different vibrational
character. Absorption spectroscopy and theoretical analysis of
mixed states in the region of the 3ν1 vibration suggests that the
bright N-H stretch is coupled to a state with only two quanta
of N-H stretch and one or more quanta of N-C-O bending
vibration. The resulting eigenstates have different bimolecular
reaction and photodissociation cross sections, and their selective
excitation controls the rate of reaction or photodissociation in
each case. A two-state model, which uses the intensities of
features in the action and absorption spectra, extracts the relative
bimolecular reaction and photodissociation cross sections for
the zero-order states that compose the eigenstates. We find that
the perturbing vibrational state has asmaller bimolecular
reaction probability than the bright state but, in contrast, has a
larger photodissociation probability. Bending excitation of the
N-C-O moiety is critical in both cases, altering the interaction
potential between the Cl atom and the HNCO molecule to
suppress the bimolecular reaction and enhancing the Franck-
Condon factor for the S1 r S0 excitation that dissociates the
molecule.
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